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New to class? List & pen/pencil?
Registered?

Core Values - 50+, 20-50, <20

Questions?



Review

Your Core Values
Your internal compass 
What you value most 

What pulls you out of bed 
The foundation of your character & confidence 

They are intrinsic 
You do not choose them 

Goals are what you do;  
values are why you do them



“Once you accomplish this prioritized list of 
values, you now have the foundation for every goal 

you'll ever set in your life.”

“When your daily activities are in concert with your 
highest priorities, you have a credible claim to inner 

peace” 

(Hyrum Smith, developer of Franklin Planner & 
co-founder of Franklin-Covey) 



This is why 
I take classes, read, teach, travel, mentor and do 

philanthropy - 
they are in concert with some of my  core values



Fullfilled life = happiness

Aristotle
Thomas Jefferson



Questions

How do you decide how to spend your time? 

How do you make & keep life decisions? 

Are your activities in concert with your Core Values?

What role do core values play in insuring that those 
decisions are more likely to be correct ones?



What about seemingly trivial activities 
that you enjoy?

Watching TV
Reading the newspaper

Playing cards
Crossword puzzles



Some core values can have goals 
and 

some will not

Examples?



I’ve got a bad case of The Shoulds

What's wrong with this self-talk 
"I really should be doing..." 

and how that leads to 
frustration and unhappiness?



Two warnings -

Don’t mention all your core values to others 

Adopting core values that sound good



Your core value conflicts with 
someone else’s core value

What do you do?



Today 2 goals - 

Fine tuning  
Writing personal value declarations



Fine Tuning 

Ask questions everyday -
Why did I do this?

Is this consistent with my core values?

Say no

Avoid “shoulds"



Steps
1. Discover your core values 
2. Define each 
3. Prioritize them 
4. Use them daily



Defining our core values -

Gives us purpose
Prevents us from making bad choices

Gives us confidence
Makes life simpler



REVIEW 
Your little helpers

1. Your funeral - what would you like said?
2. Very upset - core value being stepped on
3. Timeless - peak experiences, sweet moments 
4. IBeam - walk across for which values? 
5. Rocking chair - proudest of what?
6. What must you have - after food, shelter, clothing 
7. Who inspires you & why? 



Other helpers

Meditate 
Sit quietly 
Dictionary 

Take a walk 
Ask a good friend



Written declarations of each value

Integrity –  
I am honest, accountable, reliable  
I conduct my affairs such that I am truthful  
I can be depended upon 
I am a man of my word  
I am worthy of trust



REVIEW 
Your little helpers

1. Your funeral - what would you like said?
2. Very upset - core value being stepped on
3. Timeless - peak experiences, sweet moments 
4. IBeam - walk across for which values? 
5. Rocking chair - proudest of what?
6. What must you have - after food, shelter, clothing 
7. Who inspires you & why?

Other helpers
Meditate 
Sit quietly 
Dictionary 

Take a walk 
Ask a good friend 



Is your life not aligned with your values? 
• You feel stressed and a little out of control
• You feel conflict or are torn between the different 
facets of your life
• You feel excessively busy but getting nowhere
• You feel drained from constantly ticking off your to 
do list
• You feel regretful about past actions



Good questions for uncovering your core values

What things seem most important with each of my life 
roles?  

What people, activities or things have real importance for 
me? 

What do I like to do when I'm not under pressure? 
What would I do if I knew I had only six months to live? 
When my life is over, what will I be glad I did? 
What would I like my obituary to reflect? 
What talents or special abilities do I have? 
What do I do really well? 
What do I enjoy sharing with others? 
Are there things that I keep feeling inner promptings to 
pursue? 

What am I doing during the time that I feel the greatest 
sense of harmony and inner peace? 



“The noblest pleasure is the joy of understanding.”  
Leonardo da Vinci 

"It is never too late to be what you might have been."  
George Eliot  

"Happiness is when what you think,  
what you say,  

and what you do are in harmony."  
Mohandas Karamchan  



The greatest achievement was at first and for a time a dream. 
The oak sleeps in the acorn, the bird waits in the egg  

and in the highest vision of the soul,  
a waking angel stirs.  

Dreams are the seedlings of realities. 
In the bark of your soul reclines the commanding master;  

he does but sleep; wake him.  
James Allen

Do you have a unfulfilled dream?
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Before Next Class - 
Under 20 & written 

declarations for 
top 10


